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Department of Physiology, University of Wisconsin, School of Medicine and Public Health, Madison, WisconsinABSTRACT A fusion pore composed of lipid is an obligatory kinetic intermediate of membrane fusion, and its formation requires
energy to bend membranes into highly curved shapes. The energetics of such deformations in viral fusion is well established, but
the role of membrane bending in Ca2þ-triggered exocytosis remains largely untested. Amperometry recording showed that
during exocytosis in chromafﬁn and PC12 cells, fusion pores formed by smaller vesicles dilated more rapidly than fusion pores
formed by larger vesicles. The logarithm of 1/(fusion pore lifetime) varied linearly with vesicle curvature. The vesicle size depen-
dence of fusion pore lifetime quantitatively accounted for the nonexponential fusion pore lifetime distribution. Experimentally
manipulating vesicle size failed to alter the size dependence of fusion pore lifetime. Manipulations of membrane spontaneous
curvature altered this dependence, and applying the curvature perturbants to the opposite side of the membrane reversed their
effects. These effects of curvature perturbants were opposite to those seen in viral fusion. These results indicate that during
Ca2þ-triggered exocytosis membrane bending opposes fusion pore dilation rather than fusion pore formation. Ca2þ-triggered
exocytosis begins with a proteinaceous fusion pore with less stressed membrane, and becomes lipidic as it dilates, bending
membrane into a highly curved shape.INTRODUCTIONLipid bilayers become highly curved during the fusion of
viral membranes as well as liposomes, and evaluating the
energetics of these deformations has contributed greatly to
our understanding of membrane trafficking (1). However,
in Ca2þ-triggered exocytosis the role of membrane bending
has been more difficult to address experimentally. Thus,
we cannot judge the applicability to exocytosis of models
that have provided a valuable conceptual framework for
the investigation of other forms of membrane fusion.
Lipidic fusion pores are fusion intermediates with highly
curved membrane, and deforming membranes into such an
hour-glass shape requires a substantial amount of energy.
By contrast, a fusion pore composed of protein can connect
two membranes without bending them. Reports have indi-
cated that the fusion pores of exocytosis could be either
protein (2,3) or lipid (4), and there is as yet no consensus
on this issue (1,5). The stability of a fusion pore will be sensi-
tive to its molecular make-up, and investigating how fusion
pore kinetics depend on membrane bending energetics may
offer insight into the question of a fusion pore’s molecular
composition. Smaller vesicles have greater curvature, so
studying vesicle size effects may provide clues about the
role of membrane bending. Amperometry data reported in
this study showed that the stability of an initial fusion pore
depended strongly on vesicle size. We observed effects of
curvature perturbation that were not consistent with an initial
fusion pore composed of lipid, but rather suggested that anSubmitted October 26, 2009, and accepted for publication February 26,
2010.
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0006-3495/10/06/2524/11 $2.00initial proteinaceous fusion pore dilates during a transition
to a pore composed of lipid.METHODS
Methods for PC12 cell culture and amperometry recording follow those
described previously (6). PC12 cells were plated at 1–2  105 cells in
35-mm dishes coated with 50 mg/mL poly-D-lysine plus 50 mg/mL collagen
I, and cultured in Dulbecco’s modified Eagle’s medium (DMEM) supple-
mented with 4.5 mg/mL glucose, 3.7 mg/mL NaHCO3, 5% horse serum,
and 5% iron-supplemented calf serum at 37C in a humidified 10% CO2-
90% air atmosphere. PC12 cells were loaded the day before experiments
with 1.5 mM norepinephrine (NE) and 0.5 mM ascorbate.
Chromaffin cells were prepared by collecting rat adrenal glands in ice cold
Hanks’ balanced salt solution (HBSS) (http://www.natureprotocols.com/
2006/09/29/rat_chromaffin_cells_primary_c.php). Medullas were cut into
small pieces and dissociated in HBSS with the additions of 2.6 mg/mL
collagenase type I, 3 mg/mL bovine serum albumin, 0.15 mg/mL DNase I,
and 0.15 mg/mL hyaluronidase I-S at 37C for 25–30 min. The tissue was
triturated, and after adding 10 mL cold HBSS the cell suspension was centri-
fuged at 800 rpm for 10 min at 4C. Cells were resuspended in 0.8 mL
DMEM þ 10% fetal bovine serum and plated on glass coverslips coated
with poly-D-lysine. After 1 h, 0.5 mL DMEM þ 10% fetal bovine serum
was added and cells were maintained at 37C in 5% CO2-air. Culture
medium was replaced every 48 h and cells were used within 1–4 days.
NE release was measured with a VA-10 amperometry amplifier (ALA
Scientific Instruments, Westbury, NY) and 5-mm carbon fiber electrodes
polarized to 650 mV (7). Current was filtered at 1 kHz and digitized at
4 kHz with a digidata interface and a PC running PCLAMP 8 (Molecular
Devices, Union City, CA). Recordings were carried out at room temperature
(20–23C) with cells bathing in a solution containing (in mM) 150 NaCl,
4.2 KCl, 1 NaH2PO4, 0.7 MgCl2, 2 CaCl2, 10 HEPES, pH 7.4. Exocytosis
was triggered by pressure ejection of a depolarizing solution or by voltage
steps under voltage clamp. The depolarizing solution was applied using
pressure from a Picospritzer (Parker-Hannefin, Cleveland, OH) to puff a
solution identical to the bathing solution but with 105 mM KCl and 5 mM
NaCl. Puffs of 6 s were applied up to five times to a cell at 1–2 min intervals
from a micropipette ~10 mm away. For cumulative spike-count plots only thedoi: 10.1016/j.bpj.2010.02.043
Membrane Bending and Fusion Pores 2525first puff was used. Exocytosis was triggered in voltage clamped cells by a
6-s pulse from 80 mV to 0 mV.
Spikes and prespike feet (PSF) were analyzed with a computer program
developed in this laboratory that allows semi-automated measurements of
individual events (6). PSF onset was taken as the time where current rose
5RMS above a rolling current average. Time of PSF end (spike onset)
was located by fitting a line to the rising phase of a spike. PSF lifetime, t,
was taken as the intervening time interval. The total event area was taken
as the integral from the PSF onset to the time where the spike current fell
to 5xRMS of baseline. PSF were only analyzed if the peak of a spike
was >20 pA. PSF can generally be observed with smaller spikes but the
accuracy of their measurement is not as good. PSF were only analyzed
with tR 0.75 ms because briefer events cannot be detected reliably.
For electron microscopy, cells on glass coverslips were fixed for 2 h with
4% paraformaldehyde and 0.1% glutaraldehyde in 0.1 M phosphate buffer
pH 7.4, rinsed three times with this buffer, and dehydrated in a graded
ethanol series to 100%. Samples were infiltrated with LR White (Electron
Microscopy Sciences, Hatfield, PA) and embedded in gelatin. Embedding
medium was polymerized for 48 h at 60C. Areas of interest were sectioned
(100 nm) to coated slot grids, and viewed with a Philips CM120 electron
microscope. The computer program, Image J, was used to measure vesicle
diameters.
PS content of phospholipids extracted from PC12 cells was determined
using high performance liquid chromatography (8). Cell lines were prepared
that overexpress PSS1, PSS2, PSS1-R95K, and PSS2-R97K by inserting
the DNA into a neomycin resistance vector, transfecting PC12 cells with
Lipofectamine, and growing in neomycin (9).RESULTS
Relating vesicle size and fusion pore stability
In amperometry recordings, the first stage of release from
a vesicle is the PSF (Fig. 1 A), which reflects the low level
of release as NE trickles out of a vesicle through a nascent
metastable fusion pore (10–12). The PSF is followed directly
by a spike, and this second stage begins with a sharp increase
in NE release as a fusion pore dilates. The total content of
one vesicle can be obtained by integrating the amperometric110 fC
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2 msecsignal for an entire single-vesicle release event. This
quantity, denoted here as Q (Fig. 1 A), has been shown to
scale with the volume of a vesicle (13,14). Thus, a larger
spike reflects the exocytosis of a larger vesicle. The duration
of the PSF, denoted here as t (Fig. 1 A), provides an estimate
of the stability of the initial fusion pore. In general, little is
known about the relation between vesicle content, Q, and
fusion pore lifetime, t.
Examining many single-vesicle release events revealed
a strong correlation between Q and t. Individual events
illustrate this correlation from two different kinds of NE-
releasing cells, PC12 cells and chromaffin cells. In three
selected single-vesicle traces from PC12 cells (Fig. 1 B1)
and chromaffin cells (Fig. 1 C1), the larger events have
longer t. Linear regression of scatter plots of Q versus t
for >1000 points for the two cell types showed the correla-
tion to be highly significant (p < 0.0001; Fig. S1 in Support-
ing Material). Binning Q and averaging t within each bin
produced plots with strikingly clear correlations (Fig. 1, B2
and C2). This correlation cannot be explained by the variable
distance from the release site to the amperometry electrode.
If the site on the cell surface at which a particular fusion
event occurs is a few micrometers farther from the recording
electrode, the greater distance will reduce Q because more
NE will diffuse away without striking the electrode surface.
The increased distance will prolong t, and these two poten-
tial distortions would produce a negative correlation between
Q and t rather than a positive correlation as observed. Fur-
thermore, to minimize this form of distortion, our analysis
was conducted on spikes with peak amplitudes >20 pA.
PSF are well resolved in these large spikes. Simulations
have shown that release from sites closer to the amperometry
electrode give rise to larger, temporally sharper events
(15,16), and this proximity improves NE capture whileB3
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FIGURE 1 (A) An expanded view of
a single-vesicle release event recorded
by amperometry from a PC12 cell. The
shaded region indicates the area of the
entire event, which provides a measure
of Q, the total vesicle content. The PSF
duration, t, indicated by the horizontal
bar, is the lifetime of the initial fusion
pore. Amperometry traces from PC12
cells (B1) and chromaffin cells (C1)
show events with a larger Q are more
likely to have longer t. Q is stated for
each displayed trace (1 C  48,250 ¼
mols of NE, assuming 1 mol of NE
yields 2 electrons). Binning events with
similar Q (50 events per bin), averaging
t for those events, and plotting shows
a correlation for both PC12 cells (1163
spikes from 80 cells) (B2) and chro-
maffin cells (3956 spikes from 107 cells)
(C2). Transforming to ln(1/t) versus
1/Q1/3 gives linear plots for PC12 (B3)
and chromaffin cells (C3).
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that the vesicle content lost during the PSF is a small fraction
of the total vesicle content. This fraction increased very
slightly with Q (Fig. S2) in parallel with the increase in t
(Fig. 1, B2 and C2), but remained low for the entire range
ofQ; for the smallest vesicles this fraction was ~0.07 in chro-
maffin cells. This indicates that loss of norepinephrine during
long PSF will not introduce a significant sampling bias by
depleting vesicles and selectively reducing the spike ampli-
tude of events with long PSF below the 20 pA threshold
used to select events for PSF analysis. Thus, the correlation
between Q and t in Fig. 1, B2 and C2, indicates that when
larger vesicles fuse they form fusion pores that are more
stable than the fusion pores seen with smaller vesicles. The
more stable fusion pores in cell types with larger vesicles
(17) may reflect an intrinsic property of vesicles as they fuse.
To gain physical insight into the nature of the correlation
between t and Q, we noted that reaction rates are generally
exponential functions of energy. Thus, we transformed the y
axis to ln(1/t). A vesicle of radius Rv has a membrane curva-
ture of 1/Rv, and because the volume of a vesicle scales with
Q (13,14), the curvature of a spherical vesicle should vary as
1/Q1/3. Transforming the t-versus-Q plots in Fig. 1, B2 and
C2, to plots of ln(1/t) versus 1/Q1/3 made them linear
(Fig. 1, B3 and C3). Including a second order term (1/Q2/3)
failed to improve the fits, and using only a second order
term gave much poorer fits. These plots show that the relation
between t andQ has a specific functional form. It is significant
that this same functional formwas observed in data from both
PC12 cells and chromaffin cells.
To relate fusion pore stability to membrane curvature we
developed a model based on the classical theory of elastic
deformations of lipid bilayers (Fig. 2 and Appendix A).
This analysis considers changes in membrane bending
energy associated with the remodeling of the vesicle and
plasma membrane (Fig. 2 A) into highly curved membrane
within the fusion pore (Fig. 2 B). For a given fusion pore
radius, reducing the vesicle radius Rv increases the angle
of contact, 4 (Fig. 2 B), between the vesicle and the fusion
pore. Increasing 4 reduces the amount of highly curved
membrane within the fusion pore. Appendix A develops
this point to derive the following expression for the energy
change, DE, of the transition illustrated in Fig. 2 (Eq. A9)Rv
Rp
j
A CB
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
Rp þ Rh
2 1
Rr
 3C0 þ RrC20

1
Rv
: (1)Wp
0 is the limiting energy when Rv is very large. C0 is the
spontaneous curvature of the lipid bilayer. Rp is the radius
of the lipidic fusion pore. B is the membrane flexural rigidity;
Rr and Rh are related to fusion pore geometry as defined in
Appendix A and illustrated in Fig. 2 C. Taking the reaction
rate as 1/t and assuming an exponential dependence of
rate on DE, we obtain the rate of the transition. Taking the
logarithm gives (Eq. A10)
lnð1=tÞ ¼ lnðAÞ  jWp
0
kT
þ jBp

Rp þ Rh
2
kTRv


1
Rr
 3C0 þ RrC20

;
(2)
where A is a preexponential factor, k is the Boltzmann
constant, T is temperature, and j is a linear scaling parameter
between DE and the energy of the kinetic barrier of the
transition.
The linear plots in Fig. 1, B3 and C3, agree with Eq. 2,
providing an initial test of the theoretical model developed
in Appendix A. This result suggests the existence of an elastic
resistance to fusion pore dilation that is directly proportional to
the membrane curvature within a lipidic fusion pore. Because
a lipidic fusion pore with a smaller vesicle contains a smaller
area of highly curved membrane, it will be easier to form
such a pore when a vesicle is smaller, and this will shorten
the lifetime of the state immediately upstream. If the PSF
reports a fusion pore that evolves to a lipidic pore, then we
can explain our fundamental observation of the increase in t
with Q in terms of the energetics of the configuration arrived
at on termination of a PSF. The initial structure depicted in
Fig. 2 A can readily incorporate a proteinaceous fusion pore.
A proteinaceous pore may introduce some membrane curva-
ture, but this curvature will be small compared to that in the
lipidic pore, and the curvature of membrane around a protein-
aceous pore should not depend strongly on vesicle size.
We must also consider the possibility that the PSF reports
opening of a lipidic pore. If this is the case then bilayer
bending mechanics would have to depend on vesicle size
in a way that allows pores with smaller vesicles to expandRh
Rm
FIGURE 2 (A) Initial state of vesicle (radius Rv) and
plasma membrane. The membrane to be incorporated into
a fusion pore is blue. The proteinaceous pore is indicated
by two dotted rectangles. (B) Vesicle and plasma membrane
connected by a lipidic fusion pore (green). The dotted
horizontal line indicates the plane where the pore is narrow-
est. (C) A blow-up of the lipidic fusion pore shows key
pore dimensions including the pore radius, Rp, the hori-
zontal extension of the pore, Rh, and the distance along
a radius through the pore-vesicle junction from the vesicle
membrane to the horizontal plane, Rm. Appendix A derives
an expression for the elastic energy of a fusion pore using
these geometric parameters.
Membrane Bending and Fusion Pores 2527more rapidly. A difference in the ease of expansion of lipidic
fusion pores could contribute to the greater tendency of
small liposomes to fuse (18). To distinguish between these
two possibilities we manipulated membrane properties and
vesicle size and tested the effects on exocytosis. But before
presenting these results we examined the variations in vesicle
size and PSF duration in more detail.Variation in vesicle size
NE is contained within dense-core vesicles and these vesi-
cles come in a range of sizes. To relate these size variations
to variations in Q we compared the distribution of Q1/3 to the
distribution of vesicle radius measured in the electron micro-
scope (Fig. 3, A and B). In both PC12 cells and chromaffin
cells Gaussian functions fitted the distributions well for5
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1/3 (Fig. 3, C and D), and the distribution of
Rv was similar to that of Q
1/3 after normalizing to the corre-
sponding peaks. As noted above, amperometry events
selected for analysis had peak amplitudes>20 pA. Including
smaller events skewed the distribution of Q1/3 to the left and
resulted in poorer Gaussian fits (data not shown). The simi-
larities between the Q1/3 and Rv distributions indicated that
selecting spikes >20 pA effectively selected events where
the amperometric recording electrode efficiently captured
released NE. These comparisons suggest that variations
in Rv constitute the primary source of variation in Q. We
exploited this parallel and converted Q1/3 to Rv by scaling
according to the peaks of the Gaussian fits. We will use Rv
determined from Q1/3 in this way from this point on.
A comparison between the two cell types studied here
confirmed a previously reported correlation between vesicle10 15 20
affin cells
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FIGURE 3 Electron micrographs of
(A) PC12 cells and (B) chromaffin cells
show dense-core vesicles (white arrows;
scale bar ¼ 1 mm). Distributions of Q1/3
from amperometry and vesicle radius
(Rv) from electron microscopy, for (C)
PC12 cells and (D) chromaffin cells.
The distributions were normalized to
the values at the peak (x coordinate)
andmaximum (y coordinate) of the fitted
Gaussian. Gaussian fits gave means and
standard deviations of 45.3 nm and
20.3 nm (Rv, PC12 cells); 3.53 fC
1/3
and 1.84 fC1/3 (Q1/3, PC12 cells);
101.4 nm and 86.7 nm (Rv, chromaffin
cells); 6.74 fC1/3 and 4.33 fC1/3 (Q1/3,
chromaffin cells). Standard errors never
exceeded 5% of the means. For diame-
ters, 895 vesicles for PC12 cells and
1057 vesicles for chromaffin cells; for
Q1/3 the data sets were from Fig. 1.
Distributions of t deviated from a single
exponential for (E) PC12 cells and
(F) chromaffin cells. The dotted line
shows the exponential fit, and the solid
curve shows the fit of Eq. 4 with Q0
1/3
and S0 fixed at the values from the
fits in C and D, and b taken from
the fits in Fig. 1, B3 and C3. The fits
yielded a values of 1.71 ms1 and
0.56 ms1 for PC12 cells and chro-
maffin cells, respectively.
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2528 Zhang and Jacksonsize and t for three different types of cells (17). Chromaffin
cells have a mean Rv of 108.9 5 1.1 nm and a mean t of
2.5 5 0.01 ms. PC12 cells have a smaller mean Rv of
45.5 5 0.2 nm and also have a smaller mean t of 0.91 5
0.02 ms (mean 5 SE).
Distributions of t are often fitted to an exponential
(10,12,19). Although fusion pore transitions are stochastic,
their lifetime distributions generally have not been evaluated
critically and a recent report in chromaffin cells noted that
a single exponential fitted the data poorly (20). The size
dependence of t just described should make fusion pore
kinetics deviate from exponential behavior, and on close
examination, our data from both PC12 cells (Fig. 3 E) and
chromaffin cells (Fig. 3 F) confirmed this. To incorporate
the Rv dependence into a t distribution, we focused on the
rate of exit from the open fusion pore (k ¼ 1/t) and invoked
the linear relationship between 1/Rv and ln (1/t) (Fig. 1, B3
and C3). Taking the exponential then gives the following
expression for the rate as a function of Rv:
kðRnÞ ¼ eaþ
b
Rv ; (3)
where a and b are the parameters from the fits in Fig. 1, B3
and C3. This also agrees with the theoretical model of
Appendix A (Eq. A10 has the same basic form). We assume
that vesicles of a given Rv will have a single-exponential
distribution for t with a decay constant given by Eq. 3.
The t distribution for the entire range of sizes can now be
obtained by taking the convolution of this exponential distri-
bution with the Gaussian distribution for Rv.
pðtÞ ¼ 1
S0
ﬃﬃﬃ
p
p
ZN
0
kðRvÞekðRvÞteðRvRv0Þ2=S20dRv: (4)
Taking Rv0 and S0 from the Gaussian fits (Fig. 3, C and D),
Eq. 4 fitted the t distributions quite well (Fig. 3, E and F).
The only parameters varied in these fits were a and the
parameter that scales p(t) to the number of events. b was
fixed to the value from the fits in Fig. 1, B3 and C3. These
fits had the same number of free parameters as an exponen-
tial so the improvement provided by Eq. 4 indicates that it is
a better model. Thus, an interaction between t and Rv offers
a satisfactory explanation for the nonexponential distribution
of t. These results confirm the results presented in Fig. 1
showing that t and Rv are related by Eq. 2.Manipulating vesicle size
Having found a relation between t and Rv, we returned to the
question of whether this relation can be used to evaluate the
contribution of membrane bending energy to fusion pore
kinetics. To address this question we treated chromaffin
cells with reagents to alter vesicle size, and used amperom-
etry to look for changes in the relation between t and Rv.Biophysical Journal 98(11) 2524–2534The results were then interpreted with the theoretical model
discussed above and analyzed in Appendix A.
To alter vesicle size we treated chromaffin cells for 90 min
with L-DOPA (100 mM), which increases NE loading of
vesicles, and reserpine (100 nM), an uptake blocker that
reduces NE loading. These manipulations have been shown
to alter Q and Rv in parallel (13,14). L-DOPA increased
the frequency of fusion events whereas reserpine reduced
it (Fig. 4, A and B). As expected, Q was increased by
L-DOPA and reduced by reserpine (Fig. 4 D). In contrast
to results from PC12 cells (14), L-DOPA did not alter t,
and reserpine made t longer rather than shorter (Fig. 4 E).
Importantly, neither of these treatments altered the slope of
the line obtained from plots of ln(1/t) versus 1/Rv (Fig. 4,
C and F). The small unexpected changes in the intercepts
of these plots indicate an effect that is independent of mem-
brane curvature, and as with the changes in event frequency
(Fig. 4, A and B), may reflect compensatory responses of
chromaffin cells. C0 should not be affected by altered vesicle
loading, so it is significant that the slopes of the plots in
Fig. 4 C did not change (Eq. 2). These results indicate that
changing Rv independently of membrane compliance does
not affect the interaction between Rv and t.Extracellular manipulation membrane
spontaneous curvature
We then manipulated C0 using cone-shaped and inverted-
cone-shaped amphipathic molecules that insert into lipid
bilayers and perturb their structure (1). To promote positive
curvature (spread the headgroups) in the outer leaflet in
the plasma membrane we added 2 mM lysophosphatidylcho-
line (LPC, oleoyl) to the recording solution. This inverted-
cone-shaped lipid penetrates a bilayer and spreads out the
headgroups more than the hydrocarbon chains. To promote
negative curvature (spread the hydrocarbon tails) we added
2 mM oleic acid (OA), which is cone-shaped and spreads
out the hydrocarbon chains of a bilayer but not the head-
groups. LPC is known to remain in the outer leaflet of a lipid
bilayer for times longer than the duration of our experiments
(21), and although OA does flip between the two leaflets, the
results presented here were opposite to those obtained with
LPC, suggesting that most of the OA remained in the plasma
membrane during our experiments. The interactions of these
molecules with lipid bilayers are illustrated in Fig. 5 A for
a proteinaceous fusion pore and in Fig. 5 B for a lipidic
fusion pore. Fig. 5, A and B, each illustrate good matches
of lipid to membrane curvature on the left side of each
drawing; these should stabilize a structure. The bad matches,
which are destabilizing, are illustrated on the right.
Addition of 2 mMLPC to the bathing solution immediately
before recording reduced the frequency of fusion events
whereas 2 mMOA increased it (Fig. 5,C and E). Extracellular
LPC reduced t (Fig. 5 I) but had no effect onQ (Fig. 5H). OA
increased t (Fig. 5 I), and also failed to alter Q (Fig. 5 H).
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FIGURE 4 Vesicle size and exocy-
tosis. (A) Cumulative spike-count time
course in control chromaffin cells and
cells treated with 100 nM reserpine or
100 mM L-DOPA (90 min each). Bar
indicates depolarization with high KCl.
(B) Secretion rates (spikes per cell in
the first 20 s) from A. (C) ln(1/t) versus
1/Rv plots. Q
1/3 was converted to Rv
using the scaling parameters from fits
in Fig. 3 D. Best fitting lines were
drawn and stated in the corresponding
color. (D) Mean Q values for each of
the treatments tested in A. (E) Mean t
values. (F) Slopes from the linear
fits in D. *Indicates p < 0.05 by the
Student’s t-test. For extracellular addi-
tions, 1710–3956 spikes were recorded
from 104–130 cells.
Membrane Bending and Fusion Pores 2529Thus, LPC and OA both influenced fusion pore stability
without changing vesicle size. In contrast to L-DOPA and
reserpine, LPC and OA altered the slopes of plots of ln(1/t)
versus 1/Rv (Fig. 5, F and J). OA increased the slope and
LPC reduced it. Arachidonic acid (at 2 mM), like OA, also
induces negative curvature, and had similar effects on the rela-
tion between t and Rv (data not shown). Using Eq. A11 from
Appendix A, assuming C0 ¼ 0 under control conditions, and
taking Rr in the range 3–6 nm yielded a range of C0 values
for each addition from the ratio of the slopes of the plots in
Fig. 5 F. For LPC we obtained C0 ¼ 0.020 to 0.039 nm1
and for OA we obtained C0 ¼ 0.016 to 0.032 nm1.
These effects of LPC and OA on fusion pore kinetics can
be interpreted within the framework of membrane bending
energy provided that we take the lipidic fusion pore
(Fig. 2B and Fig. 5B) as a model for a state immediately
downstream from the fusion pore responsible for the PSF.
Thus, LPC will dimple membranes to destabilize a proteina-
ceous fusion pore (Fig. 5 A, right) and promote the transition
to a lipidic pore (Fig. 5 B). OA will bend membrane around
the proteinaceous fusion pore in a direction that opposes the
transition to a lipidic fusion pore. The changes in slopes in
Fig. 5 F are thus consistent with the known actions of LPC
and OA on membrane curvature (1,22). By contrast, if the
PSF arose from a lipidic pore, LPC would stabilize it and
OA would destabilize it. Thus, these results argue against
the view that the increase in t with increasing Rv reflects
differences in the tendency of lipidic fusion pores to dilate
when they are associated with vesicles of different sizes.Intracellular manipulation of membrane
spontaneous curvature
In the experiments described, LPC and OA were presented
extracellularly by simply adding them to the bathing
medium. Thus, they were incorporated into the outer leaflet
of the plasma membrane. Presenting LPC and OA intracellu-
larly will allow these reagents to enter the inner leaflet of the
plasma membrane (as well as the outer leaflet of the vesicle
membrane). Because these leaflets join to form the cyto-
plasmic face of the fusion pore, C0 will change in the oppo-
site direction to that produced by extracellular application.
LPC (5 mM) was introduced to the inside of a cell through
a whole-cell patch clamp recording, allowing the LPC to
diffuse into the cell. Exocytosis was then induced by voltage
steps. The effects of these reagents on event frequency were
reversed (Fig. 5 D) compared to extracellular application
(Fig. 5 C). Note that event frequencies in Fig. 5 D were
reduced for all conditions compared to Fig. 5 C because
patch clamping cells reduces their exocytosis. LPC applied
to the inside of the cell in this way increased t (Fig. 5 I) as
well as the slope of the plot of ln(1/t) versus 1/Rv (Fig. 5,
G and J). From the ratio of this slope to the control slope
we determined a range for C0 of 0.037 to 0.076 nm1
(with Eq. A11). Conversely, intracellular OA decreased t
(Fig. 5 I) as well as the slope (Fig. 5, G and J), and yielded
a range for C0 of 0.026–0.053 nm
1.
These results are the opposite to those just described for
extracellular application, and reflect the interactions of LPC
and OA with the cytoplasmic face of the fusion pore. TheBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2524–2534
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FIGURE 5 Membrane curvature and exocytosis. (A and B) Molecules with different effects on membrane curvature (colored triangles) stabilize or desta-
bilize fusion pores depending on the side of the membrane. LPC (red) induces positive curvature by spreading the headgroups, and OA (blue) does the oppo-
site. (A) For a proteinaceous pore, LPC induces curvature to favor a transition to a lipidic pore. OA at the same location induces curvature to oppose this
transition. Presenting these molecules to the inside of a cell reverses their actions. (B) In a lipidic pore, LPC has a favorable interaction with the outside fusion
pore membrane but an unfavorable interaction with the inside. OA has an unfavorable interaction with the outside but a favorable interaction with the inside.
(C) Cumulative spike-count time course in control chromaffin cells and cells treated with 2 mM LPC, or 2 mMOA (added immediately before recording). The
bar indicates depolarization with high KCl. (D) Cumulative spike-count time course in patch clamped chromaffin cells with control pipette solution and pipette
solutions containing either 5 mM LPC or 5 mMOA. Note that patch clamping reduces secretion so control spike counts are lower in D than in B. (E) Secretion
rates (spikes per cell in the first 20 s) from C and D. (F and G) ln(1/t) versus 1/Rv plots in exocytosis. Q
1/3 was converted to Rv using the scaling parameters
obtained from fits in Fig. 3 D. Best fitting lines were drawn and stated in the corresponding color. (H) Mean Q values for each of the treatments tested in C and
D. (I) Mean t values. (J) Slopes from the linear fits in F and G. *Denotes p < 0.05 by the Student’s t-test. For extracellular additions, 1245–3956 spikes were
recorded from 96–153 cells. For intracellular additions, 339–563 spikes were recorded from 24–25 patch-clamped cells.
2530 Zhang and Jacksonarguments just stated for extracellular presentation of these
reagents can be readily extended to intracellular presentation
(Fig. 5, A and B). It is worth noting that because meridian
curvature is energetically more important than parallel curva-
ture in lipid fusion pores (23,24), positive C0 (spreading the
headgroups) can be expected to reduce Wp
0 (of Eq. 1 and
Eq. 2), whereas negative C0 will increaseWp
0. These changesBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2524–2534in Wp
0 are therefore consistent with the signs of the changes
in the intercepts in Fig. 5, F and G. These experiments with
intracellular LPC and OA provide additional support for the
hypothesis that fusion pore bending energy acts as a vesicle
size-dependent obstacle to the transition from an initial
fusion pore state (signaled by the PSF) to a lipidic state.
The opposite effects of OA and LPC, and the reversal of their
AMembrane Bending and Fusion Pores 2531effects on presentation to the cell interior further argue that
these molecules alter fusion pores by changing C0 rather
than by interacting with proteins that control fusion pores.0.012 0.016 0.020 0.024
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FIGURE 6 (A) Plots of ln(1/t) versus 1/Rv for PC12 cells with different PS
content. For control PC12 cells and cells expressing PS synthase 2 harboring
the function enhancing mutation R97K, the PS contents were 10.75 0.7%Phosphatidylserine in the inner leaﬂet
of the plasma membrane
Phosphatidylserine (PS) is unusual among major naturally
occurring lipids in having an inverted-cone shape and a large
positive C0 (25,26). We increased the PS content in PC12
cells by either addition of PS to the culture medium, or by
generating cell lines that overexpress various forms of the
biosynthetic enzyme PS synthase, or by both in combination.
PS levels were then measured by high performance liquid
chromatography. Localization to the inner leaflet of the
plasma membrane was verified by staining with Annexin-
V-FITC. These manipulations of PS levels were shown not
to alter Ca2þ current, vesicle size, vesicle number, or levels
of other major exocytotic proteins (9). Because PS goes to
the inner leaflet of the plasma membrane the positive mono-
layer C0 of PS induces negative bilayer C0. This experiment
is comparable to the experiment described above with intra-
cellular presentation of LPC.
Elevating PS in PC12 cells enhanced exocytosis, possibly
due to enhanced Ca2þ-dependent binding to synaptotagmin
(9). The specific effects due to perturbation of membrane
curvature are shown in plots of ln(1/t) versus 1/Rv (Fig. 6 A).
In cells with higher PS the slopes were increased in a
manner consistent with a decrease in C0. For 9 different
conditions of elevated PS, t increased with PS content, as
did the slope of the ln(1/t) versus 1/Rv plots (Fig. 6 B).
Eq. 2 can account for these changes through the expected
decrease in C0, thus providing another validation of this
model. These results thus offer independent support for
the identification of the PSF with a precursor fusion pore
(Fig. 5 A), and the lipidic fusion pore (Fig. 5 B) as a down-
stream state formed as a PSF ends and a spike begins.and 16.1 5 0.7%, respectively. For cells expressing this enzyme and also
treated with 100 mM PS for 1 day before recording, the PS content was
30.05 0.4% (9). (B) The slopes of plots as in A were plotted versus PS con-
tent, showing a statistically significant dependence on PS content (p¼ 0.03).DISCUSSION
The results presented in this study document a strong inter-
action between vesicle size and fusion pore stability. The
dependence of t on vesicle size also accounted quantitatively
for the nonexponential form of the t distribution (Fig. 3, E
and F). We observed a linear relation between ln(1/t) and
1/Rv (Fig. 1, B3 and C3, Fig. 4 C, Fig. 5, F and G, and
Fig. 6 B), and this result indicated that membrane curvature
makes an energetic contribution to the dilation of fusion
pores. A theoretical analysis suggested that this contribution
arises from the bending elasticity of the membrane, which
opposes formation of a lipidic fusion pore. An alternative
interpretation, that the longer t of larger vesicles reflects
a vesicle size dependence for dilation of a lipidic fusion
pore, is not consistent with the results of our experiments
with curvature perturbants. If the PSF reflected a lipidicfusion pore then these reagents would have changed t in
the opposite direction.
Bilayer curvature perturbants have also been tested in
virus-mediated membrane fusion, where the initial fusion
pore is thought to be composed of lipid, and the effects on
fusion pore stability were opposite to those described here
for Ca2þ-triggered exocytosis. In fusion pores that form
during influenza virus-mediated fusion, LPC presented in
a manner comparable to our extracellular application short-
ened the time to viral fusion, whereas here LPC slowed
down exocytosis (Fig. 5 C). LPC doubled the median open
time of viral fusion pores (24), but our results showed that
LPC reduced fusion pore lifetimes (Fig. 5 I). Molecules
that like OA promote negative C0, had effects opposite toBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2524–2534
2532 Zhang and Jacksonthose of LPC in viral fusion (24), and thus had effects oppo-
site to those of OA reported here for exocytosis. Because
the actions of membrane curvature perturbing molecules
are viewed as some of the strongest evidence in support of
the stalk/hemifusion mechanisms in viral and lipid bilayer
fusion (1), the results in this study make a strong argument
that Ca2þ-triggered exocytosis uses a different mechanism.
In contrast to viral fusion, during exocytosis the formation
of the initial fusion pore requires much less bending of mem-
brane. In exocytosis membrane bending occurs not when
a fusion pore opens but when it starts to dilate.
In addition to perturbing membrane curvature with LPC
and OA, we also elevated levels of PS. PS has a positive
C0 (25) and accumulates in the inner leaflet of the plasma
membrane (9). Thus, its action will be similar to that of intra-
cellular LPC or extracellular OA, and the finding that it
increased the slope of ln(1/t) versus 1/Rv plots in the same
manner provides an independent test of the role of membrane
bending energy in fusion pore dilation.
This study has identified membrane curvature as an impor-
tant physical force in Ca2þ-triggered exocytosis. But in
contrast to liposome and viral membrane fusion, the ener-
getic cost of deforming membrane into a lipidic fusion
pore stabilizes the precursor fusion pore responsible for the
PSF. This suggests that the PSF reflects flux through a fusion
pore composed of protein (3,27), or of lipid that is highly
constrained by protein (20). The hypothesis of a proteina-
ceous fusion pore builds on previous work suggesting that
a ring of syntaxin transmembrane segments lines a fusion
pore through the plasma membrane (2,3). The idea that the
PSF ends in an abrupt transition from a proteinaceous pore
to a lipidic pore is consistent with the finding that the fusion
pore dilation rate has a strong temperature dependence and
a high activation energy, and implies that this transition
entails large scale structural rearrangements (6). However,
this view differs from that put forward in studies showing
that LPC enhanced exocytosis (28,29), whereas arachidonic
acid did the opposite (28). These results directly contradict
our results, and this issue requires further study. The idea
of an initial fusion pore composed of protein is also difficult
to reconcile with the finding that membrane label was lost
during kiss-and-run exocytosis (4). It is possible that during
kiss-and-run a fusion pore can evolve past its initial protein-
aceous state and still reverse. Alternatively, the initial fusion
pore could contain both protein and lipid, configured in such
a way to allow lipid flux along a proteinaceous pore (20,30).
This study exploited the principal that membrane bending
energy can influence fusion pores in opposite ways depend-
ing on whether they are initially proteinaceous or lipidic.
With this understanding of the timing for the formation of a
fusion intermediate with highly curved membrane, we can
develop hypotheses for how proteins that deform membranes
catalyze membrane fusion (26), and begin to consider how
the membrane bending activity of synaptotagmin allows
Ca2þ to trigger exocytosis (31,32). The lower stability ofBiophysical Journal 98(11) 2524–2534fusion pores for small vesicles suggests that the general
appearance of small vesicles at rapid synapses serves an
adaptive role in allowing fusion to proceed through a lower
energy pathway and release neurotransmitter with greater
speed (33).APPENDIX A: THEORY FOR THE DEPENDENCE
OF FUSION PORE STABILITY ON VESICLE SIZE
To interpret these results in terms of membrane bending energetics, a model
was developed to evaluate how the amount of curved membrane in a
fusion pore varies with vesicle size. Deforming the bilayers of a flat plasma
membrane and a spherical vesicle (Fig. 2 A) into a fusion pore (Fig. 2 B)
requires energy to overcome the elastic resistance to bending. Part of the
vesicle membrane curves toward the plasma membrane and a part of the
plasma membrane curves toward the vesicle. Fig. 2 illustrates two ways in
which vesicle size can make a difference. First, smaller vesicles have greater
bending energy per unit of surface area, so taking a patch of the same area
out of a smaller vesicle to form the pore will release more energy (Fig. 2 A,
blue). Second, with smaller vesicles there is less curved membrane within
the fusion pore (Fig. 2 B, green). Both of these factors indicate that forming
a lipid fusion pore from a small vesicle will be easier than from a large
vesicle.
These two vesicle-size-dependent contributions to pore energy can be
evaluated with a continuum elasticity model (34) that has been used exten-
sively in the field of membrane fusion (1,26). We focus on the contact angle
4 between the vesicle and fusion pore (Fig. 2 B). 4/ 0 in the limit of a large
vesicle but increases as a vesicle becomes smaller. The pore radius, Rp, is
taken as the distance from the pore axis to the center of the bilayer at the nar-
rowest part of the pore (Fig. 2 C). Rm is the distance along a vesicle radius at
the contact angle from the vesicle midplane to the horizontal plane. For
a toroidal fusion pore, Rm is the meridian radius of curvature of the toroid
(35). (The analysis is simpler if one assumes that the pore is toroidal, but
a more general approach shows that the key theoretical result does not
depend on this assumption). Finally, define Rh along the horizontal plane
from the bilayer midplane to the intersection with an extended vesicle radius
through the contact angle. Consider a triangle formed from 1), the pore axis;
2), an extended vesicle radius at 4; and 3), the horizontal line through the
narrowest part of the pore. We then have
sinð4Þ ¼ Rp þ Rh
Rv þ Rm: (A1)
Because 4 is small and Rv >> Rm, we approximate
4z
Rp þ Rh
Rv
: (A2)
For a spherical vesicle of radius Rv the membrane bending energy per unit
area is B
2
ð1=Rv  C0Þ2, where B is the flexural rigidity of a lipid bilayer
and C0 is the spontaneous curvature. The area of membrane lost by the
vesicle on forming the fusion pore (Fig. 2 A) is zpRv
242 for small 4.
Thus, we obtain the bending energy within the vesicle released during fusion
pore formation:
Ev ¼ pR2v42
B
2

1
Rv
 C0
2
: (A3)
Note that if C0s 0 the energy before fusion pore formation will include an
additional positive term arising from part of the plasma membrane equal to
pB(Rp þ Rh)2C02/2 (Fig. 2 A, lower blue strip). This term does not depend
strongly on vesicle size so it is neglected here. Substituting for 4 from
Eq. A2 gives
Membrane Bending and Fusion Pores 2533Ev ¼ pB
2

Rp þ Rh
2 1
R2v
 2C0
Rv
þ C20

(A4)
Turning now to the bending energy of the membrane within the fusion pore,
we start with a full-sized pore in the limit of a very large vesicle where the
pore connects two essentially parallel membranes. Taking this limiting
energy as Wp, we then consider a vesicle of finite size so that the area of
membrane within the fusion pore will be reduced by an amount dAp. We
obtain the energy of this fusion pore by calculating dApB/2 times the
mean curvature squared of the membrane in the pore rim and subtracting
this quantity from Wp. The relevant region of the pore rim is small enough
that the meridian curvature will be essentially uniform. We will take this
curvature as 1/Rr. We can neglect parallel curvature because it goes to
zero at the rim of a full-sized pore. This gives the membrane bending energy
of the fusion pore as
Ep ¼ Wp  dApB
2

1
Rr
 C0
2
: (A5)
dAp is the area of an annulus formed as a surface of revolution of an arc of
length Rr4 around the pore axis. The diameter at the pore rim is Rp þ Rh so
we have
dApz2pRr

Rp þ Rh

4: (A6)
Substituting 4 from Eq. A2 and using this expression for dAp in Eq. A5
leads to
Ep ¼ Wp  B
 
pRr

Rp þ Rh
2
Rv
!
1
Rr
 C0
2
: (A7)
The change in bending energy of pore formation is the fusion-pore
contribution (Eq. A7) minus the vesicle contribution (Eq. A4).
DE ¼ Wp  B
 
pRr

Rp þ Rh
2
Rv
!
1
Rr
 C0
2
 B
2
p

Rp þ Rh
2 1
R2v
 2C0
Rv
þ C20

:
(A8)
Note that the coefficients for 1/Rv and 1/Rv
2 are similar in magnitude.
Because Rv> ~50 nm, the second order term will be< ~2% of the first order
term and can be neglected. Incorporating the size independent parts of
Eq. A8 into Wp
0 and neglecting the second order term gives
DE ¼ WP0  Bp

Rp þ Rh
2 1
Rr
 3C0 þ RrC20

1
Rv
:
(A9)
To relate the energy of pore formation to t, we assume that the activation
energy of the transition scales linearly with its driving force according to
a scaling factor j. We can obtain the rate constant for transitions from
Fig. 2 A to Fig. 2 B by multiplying DE from Eq. A9 by j. The logarithm
of the rate constant (1/t) then becomes
lnð1=tÞ ¼ lnðAÞ  jWp
0
kT
þ jBp

Rp þ Rh
2
kTRv


1
Rr
 3C0 þ RrC20

;
(A10)
with A as a preexponential factor. Eq. A10 generates the observed
experimental behavior (e.g., Fig. 1, B3 and C3).Eq. A10 is useful in the analysis of plots of ln(1/t) versus 1/Rv. Take the
slope of such a plot from an experiment with nonzero C0 and divide it by the
slope from a control experiment where C0 is assumed to be zero gives a
quadratic equation in C0.
ratio ¼ 1 3C0Rr þ R2rC20: (A11)
This can be solved for C0 given a reasonable value of Rr. If we assume the
pore has a toroidal shape (35) then Rr is simply half the distance between the
horizontal planes of the two bilayers. The repulsive hydration forces
between bilayers prevents Rr from falling below ~3 nm (36). The toroidal
model overestimates the energy of lipid fusion pores and the energy can
be reduced by increasing Rh and Rr (23). Here we solved Eq. A11 using
Rr ¼ 3 and 6 nm to obtain a range for C0. Rh ¼ 3 nm is a lower bound
for a toroidal pore, and Rm ¼ 6 nm follows from a reasonable reduction
of curvature for a shape that minimizes bending energy (23).
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